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Von Puraido

Kapitel 32: 

Izuku, Eijiro, Hitoshi and Shoto were together with Tenya and Momo as well as Aizawa
and Present Mic in the class room. They started their remedial courses and it was
really tough. They had to catch up four months after all.

“Whew that’s hard …” Izuku murmured, he ruffled through his hair in frustration.

“Let me help you with it” Tenya said. He was immediately at Izuku’s side. The
greenette let out a little growl and Tenya backed away immediately.

“Sorry, it’s okay” Izuku apologized. He furrowed his brows, frustrated with himself.
“Please explain what to do here.”

Carefully, Tenya got closer again. Patiently he explained what Izuku didn’t
understand. He was actually really good at tutoring.

Momo on the other hand sat with Shoto. She smiled at him, while explaining.

Aizawa was with Hitoshi while Present Mic basically yelled into Eijiro’s ears how he
had to do the English tasks.

After the remedial course for today, the four alphas were allowed to visit the dorms
and get a change of clothes. Aizawa, Hizashi and Eri followed them. Eri held onto
Izuku’s hand she looked up to him and smiled brightly.

They arrived at the dorms, the others were really surprised to see the alphas. “Oh hey,
Deku!” Ochako beamed. She jumped off the couch and ran towards Izuku. “How are
you doing?” She tackle hugged him, she didn’t seem to care, that this could trigger
him.

“Oof, hey careful there” he chuckled. He hugged her back. “I am doing well. A bit
stressed from the lessons, otherwise good.” He smiled.
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“Awww, that is so nice to hear!” She leaned a bit back and looked up to him. He patted
her head a little before she released her grip.

“Welcome back, Eijiro!” Mina waved from the couch.

“Hey, guys, welcome back”, Hanta greeted them too.

“God, you guys have no idea, how much we missed you”, Eijiro smiled.

“I-is everything okay again, ribbit?” Tsuyu asked. She looked a bit concerned.

“Well, at the moment, everything is fine” Shoto answered. “We can control it better
now.”

“I want to apologize to all of you. For what I did, when I turned feral” Izuku moved
forward and bowed.

“Yes! Me too! I feel so bad for attacking you!” Eijiro bowed too.

“And me too. I feel really bad.” Shoto said.

“I apologize, too” Hitoshi mumbled. He moved forward. “I feel so bad, I hope you still
accept me into your class.”

“Hey, don’t worry. We know, that you didn’t mean that. It wasn’t your fault!” Mashirao
answered.

“Hell yeah, you couldn’t know what would happen!” Hanta exclaimed.

“We don’t hold grudges against you” Koji said.

“We are just happy, that you feel better” Toru jumped off the couch and stood in front
of the alphas. “And hell yeah, Shinso! You are now the only purple boy, this class
needs!” The other girls agreed on that.

The four boys smiled, the others reassured them, that everything was okay. The only
people missing right now were Denki and Katsuki.

They talked for a little while, before Ochako grabbed Izuku’s arm and dragged him to
his room. “So after you get your clothes, you need to scent some stuff for me, ‘kay?”
She smiled at him.

“Haha, sure! But hey, I wondered, where is Kacchan? And Denki?” He asked.

“Well, Denki is in his room, and Katsuki is in the designated rooms. He went into his
heat, yesterday.” Ochako explained.
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“Aaah, okay, I understand.” They went into Izuku’s room and Ochako sat down on his
bed.

Izuku went to his drawer and opened it. “Huh …”

“What’s wrong?” Ochako asked.

“Some of my shirts are gone.” Izuku mumbled.

“Gone? Really? But how? And why?” She furrowed her brows.

“I don’t know”, he grabbed one of the remaining shirts and pants. He went into the
bathroom and changed. He felt so much better in his own clothes. He went back into
his room.

“You look better now” Ochako grinned.

“Thanks. So what do you want me to scent?”

“Well, come with me into my room.” She grinned. Izuku smiled and followed her. This
would be the first time that he was in her room, after the King of the Room
Competition. On their way to the girls’ dorms they met Eijiro and Mina. The other two
followed them to Ochako’s room.

“Hey, Izuku … are some of your cloths missing too.” The redhead had a confused look
on his face.

“Yeah, strange huh? I wonder what’s up with that?!” Izuku rubbed his chin.

“Maybe Katsuki has them?” Mina suggested.

“Wha? Why would he steal our clothes?” Eijiro looked confused.

Ochako gasped. “This could be true!”

“Well, think about it, both of your cloths went missing after you were gone for
months and who is the one who likes both of your scents?” Mina asked rhetorically.

“I guess Kacchan …” Izuku said defeated. “But still, why would he steal our shirts?”

“Because he likes you two! And he wanted something from you for comfort” Mina
elaborated.

“After we did such terrible things to him?” Eijiro didn’t sound convinced. They arrived
at Ochako’s room and they sat down on the ground in front of the nest, while Ochako
hopped in it, giving things to Izuku to scent them.

“Ah, you should have seen, how sad he was, when you were gone. Yes, he didn’t like it,
that you attacked him, but after he got over hit, he trained like crazy to get stronger
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and better, so that he could stop you if needed.” Ochako explained.

“If he held a grudge against you, it didn’t last long. Gosh, that boy has it deep for both
of you” Mina grinned.

“Uh? What?” The alphas were now utterly confused. Mina sighed.

“He was always so concerned for you. While you were gone, we had a few over night
cuddle sessions on our own and sometimes, Katsuki talked in his sleep. It is honestly
adorable. He mumbled constantly your names.”

Izuku gasped. “And you are sure this is not because he was afraid?”

“Nah, didn’t sound afraid to us. This one time we actually had to leave because a very
spicy scent came off of him. And no way we would stay there when he has erotic
dreams about you” Mina laughed.

“E-erotic dreams” Eijiro’s voice pitched higher. “Are you sure, we talk about Katsuki
Bakugo?”

“Hell yes! I heard it too! Well, he never outright stated it, but from what I could see, he
has at least a major crush for both of you. And since the kiss and all the pinning down,
it seems to be worse” Ochako stated.

“Also, yesterday, Hanta stated that, while going into his heat, he mumbled that he
wanted to go to his alphas, he name dropped both of you. If that isn’t a sign” Mina had
a really big grin on her face.

Both alphas blushed. “Aye, that’s awkward” Eijiro mumbled. “But when he first got
into heat, he clung to me and got upset when I pushed him away. Maybe it has
something to do with that?”

“He did that?” Izuku asked. The beast in him growled. Kacchan in heat … this sounded
too good to be true, he wanted … Izuku tried to ban those thoughts out of his mind.
No he wouldn’t think about that.

“Yeah, was pretty uncomfortable though, he wouldn’t let go of me, so I gave him my
shirt … and oh shit, I think he really stole our shirts … If I think about it, this is pretty
much what he would do” Eijiro let his hand run through his hair.

“Hm, well, you are an alpha, also his best friend so no wonder, he is fixated on you
during his heat. I mean I was pretty fixated on Tenya, but I am sure if Deku had
presented before, I would have been fixated on him” Ochako mumbled.

“Still, this is making things awkward. And now I kissed him … I know he said that it was
no big deal, but still. I wonder what he is really thinking.”
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“Maybe you should ask when he gets back.” Mina suggested. “But now spill the beans.
Would you think of Katsuki too, during your ruts? Or while you were under the quirk?
Or did you think of another omega?” She tilted her head.

The boys blushed harder. “What?” Eijiro mumbled. “I … I didn’t think of Kats in that
way during my rut … I mean, he hadn’t presented during that time” He sounded
embarrassed. “And during the feral state, I couldn’t think clearly but yeah, Katsuki was
in my thoughts. But more that I wanted to claim him as mine, before Izuku does. Bit
the same was for all the other omegas I wanted them all for myself.”

“Same with me. God, I wanted to claim him so bad. The beast thought, he was a strong
candidate for mating. That he would produce strong pups and all. It was really awful
and I am ashamed of those thoughts.” Izuku confessed.

Mina looked over to Ochako. Those words were concerning. “You sounded crazy,
when you attacked us that day … Or more him …” Ochako mumbled.

“I know … I am deeply sorry for that. It just overwhelmed me, I don’t really know what
happened.” Izuku looked to the ground.

Don’t worry, luckily nothing really bad happened” Ochako tried to cheer him up.

“But some other omega girls saw me and a lot of people in general. They must be
terrified now.”

“Then just show them, that you are not a threat anymore!” Mina suggested.

“Hmpf, I’ll try, but I don’t think it’s that easy” the greenette sighed.

“True …”

They stayed a few minutes longer in Ochako’s room but then they got a text from
Aizawa, the alphas were supposed to return to the other building. The four of them
got up and were on their way down, when Izuku bumped into Denki.
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